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Abstract. Appearance of business networks can be considered as a response to 
changes in global markets. Networks can be seen as a step beyond the linear 
supply chain topography. The paper proposes an approach to business network 
modelling based on service networks. Since the centralized control is not al-
ways possible, presented approach proposes decentralized communication and 
ad-hoc decision making based on the current situation state and its possible 
future development. An approach presented is based on application of such 
technologies as ontology and context management to knowledge sharing. On-
tologies are used for description of knowledge domains. The paper also presents 
experience of application of the above approach to the area of dynamic logis-
tics. The considered problem takes into account continuously changing problem 
environment and requires nearly real-time solving. 
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1   Introduction 

Modern global companies have to build supply network strategies that provide maximum 
flexibility and can optimally respond to changes in their environment [1-3]. The emer-
gence of business networks is one of the consequences of these changes. The automotive 
industry is a good example of this phenomenon. Today one of the most important com-
petitive advantages for car makers is their ability to manufacture customised cars with a 
reduced lead time. At the same time, it is necessary to avoid significant inventory levels in 
order to keep costs lower. Such a strategy is called Build-to-Order (BTO) and stands for 
the capability to quickly build customized products upon receipt of customer orders with-
out precise forecasts, inventory, or purchasing delays. In the BTO networks, customer 
orders are introduced in advance of, or at the start of the production process. An opposing 
strategy is build-to-stock (BTS), whereby the product is built prior to demand [4]. 

Complex decision making faces problems of management and sharing of huge 
amount of information & knowledge from distributed and heterogeneous sources (ex-
perts, electronic documents, real-time sensors, etc.) belonging to business network 
members, personalization, availability of up-to-date and accurate information provided 
by the dynamic environment. The problems include search of right sources, extraction 
of content, presentation of results in a personalized way, and other. As a rule, the con-
tent of several sources has to be extracted and processed (e.g., fused, converted, 
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checked) to produce required information. Due to such factors as different data formats, 
interaction protocols and others this leads to a problem of semantic interoperability. 

Knowledge sharing and exchange in a business network are highly important and 
should be achieved at both technical and semantic levels. The interoperability at the 
technical level is addressed in a number of research efforts. It is usually represented 
by such approaches as e.g., SOA (service-oriented architecture) [5] and on the appro-
priate standards like WSDL and SOAP [6]. The semantic level of interoperability in 
the flexible supply network is also paid significant attention. As an example (probably 
the most widely known), the Semantic Web initiative is worth mentioning [7]. The 
main idea is to use ontologies for knowledge and terminology description. 

The approach presented in this paper also relies on the ontological knowledge represen-
tation for its sharing. Ontologies are widely used for problem domain description in the 
modern information systems to support semantic interoperability. An ontology is an ex-
plicit specification of a structure of a certain domain. It includes a vocabulary for referring 
to notions of the subject area, and a set of logical statements expressing the constraints 
existing in the domain and restricting the interpretation of the vocabulary [8]. Ontologies 
support integration of resources that were developed using different vocabularies and 
different perspectives of the data. To achieve semantic interoperability, systems must be 
able to exchange data so that the precise meaning of the data is readily accessible and the 
data itself can be translated by any system into the form that it understands [9]. 

Ontologies facilitate information retrieval over collections of distributed and het-
erogeneous information sources; they help to provide for semantic integration of in-
formation and facilitate interoperability between heterogeneous knowledge sources at 
high level of abstraction [10]. The conceptual model of the proposed ontology-driven 
knowledge sharing is based on the earlier developed idea of knowledge logistics [11]. 
It correlates with the conceptual integration developed within the Athena project [12]. 
The ontology describes common entities of the enterprise systems and relationships 
between them. As a result, it is possible to treat all available knowledge and compe-
tencies as one distributed knowledge base.  

Centralized control in complex distributed systems is not always possible: for ex-
ample, business networks consist of independent companies and do not have a central 
decision making unit. Thus, decentralized organisation of distributed independent 
components is a promising architecture for such kind of systems [13-15]. However, in 
order for the self-organisation to operate it is necessary to solve a number of problems 
including: (i) registration and cancelling of registration of network elements, 
(ii) preparation of initial state, (iii) self-configuration: finding appropriate network 
elements [16], negotiation of conditions and assignment of links, and preparation of 
alternative configurations. Different research projects are devoted to self-management 
of such networks: self -contextualization, -optimization, -organization, -configuration, 
-adaptation, -healing, -protection [17]. 

The following major requirements to the approach to business network modelling 
have been selected (some of the decision making processes in business networks have 
been identified in [18]): (i) intensive information exchange, (ii) distributed architecture, 
(iii) decentralised control, (iv) semantic-based information processing, (v) ad-hoc deci-
sion making support based on the current situation state and its possible future devel-
opment. The developed methodology proposes integration of environmental information 
in a certain context. The context is any information that can be used to characterize the 
situation of an entity where an entity is a person, place, or object that is considered  
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relevant to the interaction between a user and an application, including the user and 
applications themselves [19]. The context is purposed to represent only relevant infor-
mation from the large amount of those. Relevance of information is evaluated on a basis 
how they are related to a modelling of an ad-hoc problem. A number of already solved 
problems and problems to be solved includes interoperability at both technological and 
semantic level, situation understanding by the members via information exchange, pro-
tocols of ad-hoc decision making for self-organization. Proposed technological frame-
work incorporates such technologies as situation management, knowledge and ontology 
management, profiling, Web-services, decision support, negotiation protocols. 

The proposed methodology is based on the earlier developed concept of knowledge 
logistics [20] and includes such technologies as situation management, ontology man-
agement, profiling and intelligent agents [18]. Standards of information exchange (e.g., 
Web-service standards), negotiation protocols, decision making rules, etc. are used for 
information exchange and rapid establishing of ad-hoc partnerships and agreements 
between the operation members. In the second section of the paper the developed meth-
odology is presented. The application of the approach to a dynamic logistics problem is 
described in the third section. Some results are summarised in the Conclusion. 

2   Proposed Approach 

The main idea of the approach is to represent business network members by sets of 
services provided by them Fig. 1. This makes it possible to replace the interoperability 
between business network members with that between their services. 

At the first stage of the research the lifecycle phases of the service-based network 
and major requirements to them were defined (Table 1). Based on these requirements 
the main ideas the approach is based on were formulated: 

1. A common shared top-level ontology (application ontology) serves for terminology 
unification. Each service has a fragment of this ontology corresponding to its capa-
bilities / responsibilities. This fragment is synchronized automatically when neces-
sary (not during the operation).  

2. Each service has a profile describing its capabilities, appropriate ontological model. 
3. Each service is assigned an intelligent agent, representing it (together they will be 

called “agent-based service”). The agent collects information required for situ-
ational understanding by the service, negotiates with other agents to create ad-hoc 
action plans. The agent has predefined rules to be followed during negotiation 
processes. These rules depend on the role of the appropriate member. 

4. Web-service standards are used for interactions. External sources (e.g., medical 
databases, transport availability, weather forecasts) should also support these stan-
dards and the terminology defined by the application ontology. This is achieved by 
developing services for each particular source. 

The developed methodology proposes a two-level framework of context-driven in-
formation integration for decision making. The first level addresses activities over a pre-
starting procedure of the system as creation of semantic models for its components 
(Fig. 2); accumulating domain knowledge; linking domain knowledge with the informa-
tion sources; creation of an application ontology describing a macro-situation; indexing 
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Fig. 1. Representation of business network members by sets of services 

Table 1. Lifecycle phases for the service network, its needs and services to fulfil them 

Life cycle phase Needs Services 
Community building 
(once, new members are 
added on a continuous 
basis) 

Common infrastructure 
 
Common communication  
standards and protocols 

Modelling goals and  
objectives 
Identification, qualification, 
registration of members 
Common knowledge  
representation 
Common modelling for 
community members 

Formation (continuous, 
initiated by the situation, 
or a task as a part of the 
situation) 

Task definition model (context) 
Partner selection 

Task modelling 
Rules of partner selection 

Operation (continuous) Coordination and  
synchronization 

Rules of re-negotiation and 
solution modification if 
necessary 

Discontinuation  
(continuous, initiated by 
members) 

Termination of the established 
agreements 

Update of the current  
solution 

a set of available e-documents against the application ontology. This level is supported, 
if required, by the subject experts, knowledge and ontology engineers. 

The second level focuses on decision making supported by the system. This level 
addresses a problem recognition presented by a user request; context creation; identi-
fication of relevant knowledge sources; generation of a set of problem solutions; and 
making a decision by the user. 

The internal knowledge representation is supported by the formalism of object-oriented 
constraint networks (OOCN) [21]. All the system components and contexts are represented 
 

Business network  
member 

Services provided by a business 
network member 
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Fig. 2. Models for system components 

 

Fig. 3. Taxonomy of the application ontology for a production network 

by means of this formalism. According to the formalism, the application ontology is repre-
sented as sets of classes, class attributes, attribute domains, and constraints. The set of 
constrains comprises constraints describing “class, attribute, domain” relation; constraints 
representing structural relations as hierarchical relationships “part-of” and “is-a”, classes 
compatibility, associative relationships, class cardinality restrictions; and constraints de-
scribing functional dependencies. Below examples of some constraints are given: 

Formalism of OOCN 

System Components Model 

Domain knowledge 

User (decision maker) 

Environment 

Application ontology

Tasks&methods 
ontology 

Domain ontol-
ogy 

User profile 

Information source models 
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• “class, attribute, domain” relation: the attribute costs belongs to the class compo-
nent and takes positive values; 

• hierarchical relationship “is-a”: the body production facility is a resource; 
• hierarchical relationships “part-of”: an instance of the class component can be a 

part of an instance of the class product; 
• associative relationship: an instance of the class body can be connected to an in-

stance of the class body production facility; 
• classes compatibility: the class body is compatible with the class body production 

facility; 
• functional dependence: the value of the attribute cost of an instance of the class 

body production facility depends on values of the attribute cost of instances of the 
class component connected to it and on the number of such instances. 

Fig. 3 represents the macro-level taxonomy of the built by domain experts applica-
tion ontology for a production network as an example of business network. The repre-
sented classes are the main concepts for the production network configuration problem.  

To demonstrate implementation of the approach in a prototype related to the “Trans-
portation Network Configuration” task is considered. In the case study the knowledge 
acquired from a number of sources is shared in order to find a feasible solution.  

- warehouses
- vehicles
- unavailable roads
- depot location  

Fig. 4. Current situation for the dynamic transportation problem 
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3   Case Study 

Logistics management often involves such problems as creation of routing plans for a 
given set of vehicles available and goods to be transported. This is quite a common 
problem that has a number of solving techniques, e.g., [22]. However, in real life 
situations it is often necessary to take into account continuously changing traffic 
situation (e.g., to take into account traffic jams, closed roads, etc.) what makes the 
problem more complex and requires its solving it in real-time. This section presents 
application of the above described approach to this problem in the form of a Decision 
Support System (DSS). 

In the case study the problem is considered as a dynamic transportation problem. 
There are several vehicles in different known locations that change in time. There is a 
central depot with a number of products to be transported (for simplicity containers 
will be considered instead of products and truck capacity will be one container). Also 
there exist several warehouses with given capacities where the products (containers) 
are to be transported. It is necessary to take into account the current situation in the 
area (traffic jams, closed roads, etc.) to find a feasible solution with possibly minimal 
time of transportation (Fig. 4). Though the problem seems to be simple it appears to 
be more complicated than it looks. For example, it can be more reasonable for one 
vehicle to make two or more rides instead of using two or more vehicles. 

 

Fig. 5. Example of the solution for the dynamic transportation problem 
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Fig. 6. Sequence of subtasks solving and information sources used 

 

Fig. 7. Example of the vehicle driver assignment on the screen of a mobile phone 

 

Available 
Warehouses 

Transportation 
Order 

Definition of Order 
Parameters 

Geo Information 
System 

Warehouse 
Selection 

Vehicle 
Choice 

Routing 

Available 
Vehicles 

Start 

End 
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An example of generated solution can be seen in Fig. 5. 
The problem solving methods have been implemented as a part of a distributed 

service network. Since information sources are distributed and heterogeneous, Web- 
services (called wrapper Web-services) have been used for organizing a unified ac-
cess to them. The proposed architecture makes it possible to use problem solving 
software modules/services (e.g., the module implementing the described above algo-
rithm) in the same way the sources are used. 

Fig. 6 represents a diagram of case study services representing tasks to be solved 
and information sources used for their solving. Solid rectangles are tasks solved in a 
sequence. To solve the stated tasks information from heterogeneous sources (dotted 
rectangles) is used (information flows are indicated by dashed arrows). 

The interface of the system is Web-based. This means that regular Web browsers 
can be used for working with the system. The decision maker can see an interactive 
map (Fig. 4, Fig. 5) and choose different parameters and criteria for problem solving. 
The drivers of the vehicles receive their assignments via Internet as well. They can 
see their routes using PDA or mobile phones (Fig. 7). Presented in the figures exam-
ple includes 9 containers and 7 vehicles.  

4   Conclusions 

The paper represents an approach to service-based modeling of business networks. It 
is proposed that such representation can resolve problems arising from failures of 
centralized control. Ontologies have been proposed for description of problem domain 
knowledge. In accordance with the selected model of interoperability, services di-
rectly connect and exchange information with one another, but service descriptions 
(in the paper this is description of the knowledge source content and tasks that can be 
solved) are mapped to the common shared application ontology. As an example of the 
approach application the paper presents experience of solving a complex real-life 
problem from the area of dynamic logistics. The problem considered takes into ac-
count continuously changing environment and requires nearly real-time solving. 

The further research activities will address development of algorithms for building 
self-organising service networks and generation and estimation of alternative network 
configurations. The authors believe that once completed the proposed architecture 
could efficiently work for a range of the real world problems. 
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